
50
pieces of advice

from

50
people leaders



Pearls of wisdom & 
happy thoughts

Sometimes you just need a little pep talk, 
an inspiring thought or a nudge in the right 
direction. That’s what this book is for. Tak-
en from our interviews with 50 inspiring 
leaders, here’s 50 snippets of guidance to 
help or inspire you when you need it

To make things nice and easy, 
we’ve chunked the advice out 
into nine topics:

• Career development
• Finding your passion
• Personal growth
• Leadership advice
• Mentorship
• Human connection
• Making mistakes
• Self-belief
• Other tid-bits

If you’d like to hear more from
these incredible humans, click
the LinkedIn icon to connect
with them, or hit ‘listen now’
to go to their episode on the
Strivin & Thrivin podcast. 

Go deeper



Advice on 
Career
Development 



Career development 

Work on the things that you 
are exceptional at to become 
completely dominant at them.

“ “
Steve Grace
Founder

Listen Now
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Career development 

If I could give my younger 
self advice, I would tell 

her not to force herself to 
continue to operate in an 

environment that she knows 
is not what she’s naturally 
excited about or drawn to.

“
“

Maria Kojevnikova
Talent Acquisition Manager 

Listen Now
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Career development 

I think the best career advice 
I’ve ever had is to genuinely 

be yourself and be very clear 
on what your purpose is and 

your values are. And if it is 
not a match, do not go. If you 

have the option and you get to 
choose, take the choice.

“
“

Lucy Wilson 
Founder & Director 

Listen Now
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Career development 

There is no time to get sucked 
in with the politics, the BS and 

all the games that happen. 
You get given a task, you go in 
there, you deliver. I think that’s 

important to keep in mind about 
any role, whether it’s permanent 
or contract; keep that mindset.

“
“

Sandra Lim 
Talent Lead

Listen Now
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“

Career development 

Find things that you’re 
passionate about and make 

sure you dedicate time to them.

“

Simon P Bernardino
Talent Director 

Listen Now
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In every job I have taken in 
different industry sectors, I’ve 
been really proactive around 

sourcing the information, going 
to bookstores, just getting a 

general basic understanding 
of what you’re getting into so 

you can speak the lingo.

“
“

Stan Rolfe 
Transition Talent Business Partner

Listen Now
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My whole career, I guess 
I’ve gone for breadth 

rather than depth which I 
think has served me well.

“
“
Kristin O’Brien 
Head of People & Culture

Listen Now
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Career development 

Everyone has their story and 
not everyone has had the same 

experiences as you. You can take 
advice but then decide whether 

you put it into action or not. I took 
a leap of faith in so many situations 

in my life, and I’m here today.

“
“
Quila Cervelli
Employer Branding Lead 

Listen Now
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Every day is a learning day. “ “
Lauren Sharp 
Podcast co-host @TaPod & Director @SharpPeople

Listen Now

Career development
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Advice on 
Finding 
Your Passion



Finding your passion

Don’t be afraid to try 
different environments 
and different kinds of 

work and see what sticks.

“
“
Sarah Blackmore 
VP, People & Culture

Listen Now
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You have to love the idea 
of helping someone find 
their next opportunity.

“ “
Jo McCatty 
Founder & Global Career Coach

Listen Now
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I really get a kick out of finding 
someone their dream role. It 
basically comes down to that. 

When you’ve got a client that’s 
thrilled with their new hire and 
the candidate that can’t wait to 
start the new role, that’s what 
[makes me] keep coming back.

“
“

Nicolle Hann-Dunbavin
Director 

Listen Now
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Advice on 
Personal 
Growth



Look at what you’re 
doing constantly. 

Review and ask yourself, 
“where can I improve?”

“
“
Garth Quinn
People Experience Manager 

Listen Now
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Role modelling and awareness 
is the key. I mean, I’ve worked 

for some incredible people 
who will be the first to tell you 
everything they do wrong... it 

almost gives you permission to 
get things wrong as well.

“
“

Meahan Callaghan
Chief People & Culture Officer 

Listen Now
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I ask my network what 
courses are relevant. We 

think education is something 
that we need to do but it 

has to be relevant. Relevant 
courses, relevant networks, 

podcasts...whatever it is.

“
“

Emma Dwyer
Head of People & Culture 

Listen Now
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I always say yes. So I just go 
ahead and if someone says, 
“Okay, can you do this?,” or, 
“Can we do this?” I always 
start with, “Yeah, I think we 
can,” and then work out the 

details along the way.

“
“

Trent Ovens
Head of People & Culture 

Listen Now
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If you’re not learning, and 
you’re not growing and 
you’re not driving some 

sort of change in yourself, 
then you’ll never stay at 

the top of the game.

“
“

Andrew Sully
Co-Founder & Co-CEO 

Listen Now
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Just be a sponge. Just soak 
up as much as information 

as you can. Learn from 
everyone. Everyone’s going to 
have a different perspective.

“
“
Jamie Finnegan
Global Head of Talent 

Listen Now
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I think the more experience you 
can get with different people 

outside your comfort zone, 
the more you understand the 

world, the more you understand 
what makes people tick, the 

more you can help them. And 
the more you can call them out 

on their bad behaviour.

“
“

Andrea Kirby 
Director 

Listen Now
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Don’t chase money because 
money will come later on. 
Chase the opportunity.

“
“
Jeff Waldman
Founder & Principal at ScaleHR

Listen Now
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I’ve learned to keep a growth 
mindset about things, seeing 

challenges as a learning 
opportunity, and being okay 

with being bad at something. 
Because you always have to 

start as a beginner, whenever 
you start something new.

“
“

Caitlin Fairchild
Talent Director

Listen Now
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A soft skill that you need 
- you need to be able to 

listen. You need to be able 
to ask intelligent questions, 

open questions, and 
ultimately find the problem. 

“
“

Rob Line
Senior Tech Recruiter

Personal growth
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When you combine your 
strengths and your values, 

you will be happier, more 
productive. You’ll have a 

better sense of wellbeing.

“
“
Angella Clarke-Jervoise
Global Talent Director

Listen Now
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Advice on 
Leadership



If you’re in a leadership role, 
you’re there to have an 

opinion, you’re there to bring 
your experience and bring your 
lens to whatever context you’re 

working in. And, and if you’re 
not going to back yourself why 

would anyone else?

“
“

Neil Gunning 
Head of People 

Listen Now
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The more value you can 
produce for other people, the 
more valuable that you’ve 

become in general.

“
“
Anthony Enright
People Director

Listen Now
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You don’t have to try to emulate 
some other manager that you 

had because you think that’s how 
you need to manage. You need to 

be relatable. You need to show 
a level of vulnerability so that 

your people know that it’s okay to 
come to you and that it’s okay to 

tell when they’re not okay.

“
“

Lynne Johnston
CEO

Listen Now
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When you become a 
manager you need to know 

who’s in your team and 
what motivates them - 

what drives them?

“
“
Carlie Bowden
Head of People & Culture

Listen Now
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Advice on
Mentorship



Be prepared, know what 
you want to get out of the 
session … They can’t give 

you the Holy Grail.

“
“
Amy Cotterill 
Global Talent Acquisition Lead

Listen Now
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I have a personal mantra in 
life - ‘every day try and make 

somebody feel better’. Mentoring 
is a great way to do that.

“
“
Michael Delaney
Head of People & Culture

Listen Now
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People who are successful 
don’t tend to do it by 

themselves. They tend to 
do it in a team.

“
“
Scott Crowe 
Lead Recruiter

Listen Now
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I’ve always consciously made 
a decision to have an external 

mentor. I listen to podcasts, I read, 
I’m part of meetups, et cetera, 

but I think it’s really important to 
diversify that thought around 
different obstacles that don’t 
just happen in [your industry].

“
“

Samantha Barnett
Talent Acquisition Manager 

Listen Now
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Advice on 
Human 
Connection



Always be open and make 
yourself approachable. 
If someone’s too scared 

to talk to you, you’re 
going to miss out on an 

opportunity. If people are 
more comfortable with you, 

they’re more authentic.

“
“

Craig Watson
Director & Founder at Recstra & Tapod 

Listen Now
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The best advice that I’ve 
received over a period of time 

is to be authentic. It’s way 
easier to be yourself than to 

try to be someone else.

“
“
Lucy Briggs-Farrell 
Senior People Partner 

Listen Now
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It’s more about having 
champions … It’s about 

surrounding yourself with 
people who have got your 
back and who are active 

supporters of you.

“
“

Anita Thompson 
Head of Business Operations 

Listen Now
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One of the better pieces of 
advice I’ve been given is that 

people don’t remember 
what you said to them, but 

how it made them feel. 

“
“
Caro Caluwé 
Head of People 

Listen Now
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Active listening is really 
important and being able to 

interpret what’s being said and 
to reflect that back in a way 
that is doable and workable.

“
“
Joel Broughton
Chief People Officer

Listen Now
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Advice on 
Making 
Mistakes



This business is a passion 
of mine and I want to 
get it right, but we’re 

all human and we are 
going to make mistakes.

“
“
Hope Dawson 
Founder of Forme Consultancy

Listen Now
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I think the best career advice 
is that it’s okay to make 
mistakes. I think people 

expect perfection and that’s 
not realistic. And that’s not just 
[professionally]; that’s just life.

“
“

Jordan Divertie 
Senior Tech Recruiter

Listen Now
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I always like to fail forward. I’ve 
fallen on my face a million times 
and made more mistakes than I 

would ever admit to. But through 
each of those comes a learning, 
right? And so from that learning, I 

just learned not to do it again.

“
“

John Dawson
Talent & Tech Advocate

Listen Now
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Advice on 
Self-Belief



Every day, my internal voice 
continually tells me how shit I am. 
And it’s only at an older age that 

I’ve sort of learned to balance 
that with the facts … I always 

tell others - 99% of people are 
trying to figure it out on the fly.

“
“

Mitch King
Head of Talent Acquisition

Listen Now
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One of the biggest things 
that I’ve learned is: know 
your worth, and ask for 

what you are worth.

“
“
Pavi Iyer 
Talent Acquisition Leader

Listen Now
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Understand what your 
key skills are, how they’re 
applicable, and then back 

yourself to work out the rest 
as you go. 

“
“
Adele Moynihan
Associate Partner 
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I will succeed. And if I 
don’t succeed, that’s also 
awesome because that 

means it’s not the right fit.

“
“
Jessica Morris
Head of People & Culture
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Other 
Tid-Bits



Just have a positive mental 
attitude. Keep it simple.

“ “
Justin Hillier
CEO & Founder 
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Surround yourself with good 
people. Never be afraid to 

reach out and ask someone 
[something] because you’d be 
amazed at how willing people 

are to give advice.

“
“

Rebecca Powell
People and Culture Director
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You have to be comfortable 
with the fact that changes 
are constant and willing to 
embrace that. No two days 
will be the same and it can 

be a lot of hard work.

“
“

Matt Woodard
Talent Operations Director 
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If you can develop really 
strong relationships, you 

can affect change. You can 
nudge the thinking.

“
“
Hassanah Rudd 
Head of People & Culture 
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Ask [people] what are they 
working on. They’ll share a 
new technology that might 
be emerging and that’s how 

I stay on top of it. I know 
even if I were to take like 

three months off, so much 
would change.

“
“

Cloë Stanbridge 
Talent Director 
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How are you listening? 
Because listening isn’t just 

hearing the words and them 
going into your head. It’s 

about looking at the person, 
it’s feeling the vibe.

“
“

Olga Rankin
Talent & Culture Director
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Whatever you do in your 
career, you’ve got to have 

a real passion and energy 
around it.

“
“
Lynsey Devitt 
People & Culture Director 
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Explore Strivin

Supercharge your 
career with Strivin

Strivin gives you access to 
the content and connections 
you need to join the dots 
and take control of your 
own career. 

We envision a world where 
self-development is self-di-
rected, growth potential 
is uncapped and work is 
wonderful, so through our 
membership network and 
the Strivin app, we help 
ambitious professionals like 
you access learning oppor-
tunities, meet with mentors, 
connect with coaches and 
find their people. 

https://www.strivin.io/
https://open.spotify.com/show/004GMIRHIIjd1e9tAcgckw
https://www.strivin.io/

